The notion of a <7-continuous matrix-valued positive definite distribution on 5/v(2a) x RM x G is introduced, where G is an abelian separable locally compact group and where Sp/(2a) is an open ball around zero in RA' with radius la > 0 . This notion generalizes that one of strongly continuous positive definite operator-valued functions. For these objects, a Bochner-type theorem gives a suitable integral representation if N = \ or if the matrix-valued distribution is invariant w.r.t. rotations in R^ . As a consequence, appropriate extensions to the whole group are obtained. In particular, we show that a positive definite function on a certain cylinder in a separable real Hubert space H may be extended to a characteristic function of a finite positive measure on H , if it is invariant w.r.t. rotations and continuous w.r.t. a suitable topology.
Introduction
In 1939 M. G. Krein [12] considered the following problem: Are there positive definite extensions of a continuous positive definite function on an interval (-2a, 2a), 0 < a < oo, to the whole real axis? He answered this question in the affirmative. Rudin showed in [20] that there is no positive definite extension of a continuous positive definite function given on a square to the whole plane in general. Various papers are related to the extendability of continuous positive definite (also operator-valued) functions from subsets of the form (-2a, 2a) x G to the whole group R x G, where G is a suitable abelian topological group (cf. e.g. [15, 4, 9, 14, 7] ).
Despite the fact that there are no extensions of continuous positive definite functions from squares to the plane in general, Rudin [21] proved that an extension is always possible, if the function in question is given on an open ball around zero and if it is invariant w.r.t. rotations. Nussbaum extended this result to distributions [17, 18] . More precisely, he obtained a representation of the given distribution as an integral over certain elementary positive definite distributions. The latter ones may be extended to the whole space in an obvious way. Thus the appropriate integral representation describes an extension of the original distribution. Conversely, the Bochner-Schwartz Theorem yields an appropriate integral representation for each positive definite extension of the original distribution i.e., integral representations and positive definite extensions are intimately related.
Generalizing the objects under consideration w.r.t. their ranges one is led to functions taking sesquilinear forms over complex (topological) vector spaces as values. Nevertheless, this situation is easily reduced to the case of functions which values are bounded operators in a Hubert space [7, Lemma 1] .
The aim of this paper is to show the extendability of such positive definite operator-valued functions F defined on a stratum or on a cylindrical subset of an abelian topological group to the whole group. In the latter case we assume that F is invariant w.r.t. all rotations leaving the cylinder invariant.
To prove this result we follow essentially the scheme in [17] . Especially, we want to use the nuclear spectral theorem to obtain a suitable integral representation. To bring nuclearity into play it is more useful to consider the matrix representation of F w.r.t. a fixed basis in the Hubert space instead of the function F itself. For the proof it is almost equal, whether we consider matrices of continuous functions or even of distributions. Therefore we introduce G-continuous positive definite matrix-valued distributions T? on SN(2a) xR x G, where SN(2a) is the open ball around zero in RN with radius 2a > 0 and where G is a separable locally compact abelian group (Definition 3). The entries of the infinite matrix 7? are distributions on SN(2a) x R , depending continuously on the additional parameter g G G. If N = I or if all entries are invariant w.r.t. rotations in R , we obtain a Bochner-like representation of 7? as the Fourier transform of some nonnegative matrix-valued measure. This representation implies the extendability of the appropriate matrix-valued distributions to the whole group (Theorems 1 and 2). As a consequence, we can prove the existence of positive definite extensions of operator-valued positive definite functions on strata or cylinders (described above) to the whole group even if the latter is not locally compact. In particular, we show that a positive definite function on the cylinder SN(2a) x H2 in the real separable Hubert space H = R" x H2 may be extended to a characteristic function of a finite positive Borel measure on H, if it is invariant w.r.t. rotations in Hx = R and continuous w.r.t. to a suitable topology. A similar result for positive definite functions on a stratum was already obtained in [3] .
The paper is organized as follows. In § §3 and 4 we consider simple facts about positive definite operator-valued functions and matrix-valued distributions. In §5 we introduce certain auxiliary nuclear spaces and transfer positive definiteness to positivity of certain linear functionals. In §6 we note a version of the nuclear spectral theorem, which is used later on. Then we discuss extensions of symmetric operators commuting with unitary representations of an abelian group and appropriate direct integral Hubert spaces. This provides the operator theoretic background for the extensions of positive definite functions.
§ §9 and 10 we deduce our main results and appropriate conclusions.
Notations
The letters N(R,R+,C) denote the sets of positive integers (real numbers, nonnegative real numbers, complex numbers). For a locally convex space E, É denotes the vector space of continuous linear functionals on E. The value of some e G É at e G E is written e'(e). The space of all matrices (ekl)"k l=x, n G N U {00}, ekl G E, is denoted by M(n;E).
The spaces M(n;E), n G N, are considered as subspaces of M(oo;E) in the usual way. The subspace \Jn€NM(n;E) of M(oo;E) is denoted by M(oe;E). If E = C, we write simply M(n) and M(co) instead of M(n;C) and M(ca;C), n G NU {00}. If x = (xx,...,xN) and £ = (¡7\x, ... ,7\N) are points in R , ]VeN,we abbreviate x ■£, = xx7\x -\-h xN7\N , \x\ = (x • x)x' , and SN(a) = {x G RN;\x\ < a}, 0 < a < 00. We define R° = {0}. The letter G is always used for an abelian group. Group operations are written additively and 0 denotes the natures element. If G is locally compact, C7* denotes the dual group of G. The value of y G G* at g G G is [y,g] . Note that (RN)* is isomorphic to RN. For x G R^ and 7, G (RN)* = RN we assume that [£,.*] = exp(-z¿; ■ x). Let 0(N) denote the orthogonal group of R and dp the Haar measure on O(N), normalized such that f0,N) dp = I. The image of p G O(N) applied to x G R is px. If F is a mapping defined on SN(a)xRMxG, we define pF , p G O(N),by (pF)(x ,y ,g) = F(p~xx ,y ,g). Some / G 3>'a is called N-radial, if pf = f for all p G O(N), where pf is defined by (pf)(tp) = f(p~X<p), <p G 3a . If / is a continuous complex-valued function SN(a)xR x G, we define a A-radial function j by j(x,y, g) = fo(N)f(Px>y>8}dp.
If H is a Hubert space, we write (•,•) and || • || for its inner product and its norm, resp. (We will use the same symbols for different spaces, since there is no danger of confusion.) By D(A), A , A*, and ker(^4) we denote the domain, closure, adjoint, and kernel of a linear operator A in H. The space of all bounded operators in H is B(H).
Positive definite functions
Throughout this paper we consider an abelian group G, which contains a vector space R + as subgroup, i.e., G = R + x G, where G is an abelian group. We will always have to do with subsets C of G of the form SN(a) x R x G, which will be called cylinders. If not necessary, we will not specify the parameters and only use the letter C. We write briefly 2C instead of SN(2a) xRM xG. for all gx,...,gnGC0, Xx,...,XnGD, n G N.
Moreover, F is p.d.
The proof of Lemma 1 is easy and therefore omitted. Note that Lemma 2 justifies the notation in Definition 2, since for p.d. functions weak continuity at 0, weak continuity, strong continuity, and even ultrastrong continuity coincide. 
Positive definite matrix-valued distributions
We start with the introduction of certain matrices of test functions. For q> g3t(RN+M), we define <p* by tp*(x,y) = q>(-x, -y), x GRN , y GRM .
Consider matrices <D = (<Pki)k¡efs¡ and *P = (Wk¡)kJe^ in M(oe;2f(RN+M)).
We define an involution in M(w;2)(RN+M)) by <D* = {ZM)kJ&i, tkl = <P*lk .
A convolution in M(co;7&(R )) is defined by O * *F = (nkl)k /eN, nk¡ = J2j€N <pkj * Vji, where * is the latter sum denotes the usual convolution. Let M(co;3r2a)+ denote the cone in M(tû;!7iï2a), which is generated by all ele- x (pik(x-x ,y-y')(pß(-x', -y')dxdy dxdy
J2<Pjt(x',y')ex j dxdy'dxdy.
i=\ I
Suppose now that F is p.d. Approximating the integrals on the right-hand side of (4) by suitable (e.g. equidistant) Riemann sums, we obtain its nonnegativity. Thus (EF(g¡-gj))"j=l is positive in M{oc;3>2a) ®M(n).
Assume now that the matrix (77F(g¡ -g.))" j=x is positive in the tensor product. Let Xx,...,Xn G D := l.h.{ek;k G N}. Fix m G N such that aik := (X¡,ek) vanishes for k > m and all i = I, ... ,n. Now let <pjk run through a sequence of test functions converging (as measures) weakly to the point measure at (x¡,y¡) with mass a¡k . Since the term remains nonnegative and converges to J2"J=1 (F(g¡ -gj)X¡, X¡), g¡ = (x¡ ,y¡, g¡), we see that (1) is satisfied with C0 = C. By Lemma 1 (ii), F is p.d. Lemma 4 motivates the introduction of matrix-valued distributions as generalizations of operator-valued functions in the following definition. The notion depends on the decomposition of G as a direct product of course. Since there is no danger of confusion, we will not express this dependence in notation. I.e., 7 is p.d. iff for all n,mGH, gx, ... ,gnGG, and <pxx, ... , <pnm G 3a the expression £"J=1 £/7,/=i fkLg^g](<Pik * <P*¡) is nonnegative.
Nuclear auxilary spaces
In this chapter we construct certain nuclear spaces, which provide a basis for later applications of the nuclear spectral theorem. For general properties of nuclear spaces we refer to [19] . Some of the following facts were proved in a similar form in [17] already.
Suppose that G0 is a countable abelian group. In later applications G0 will be a dense subgroup of an abelian separable topological group G.
Let
Ea = E(a;N,M,G0)= 0 Ekg k€N ,g€G0
be the topological direct sum of vector spaces Ek = 3¡a . Let Jk'-3>a -► Jkg(3>a) = Ek ç Ea denote the canonical injection. Similarly we define a vector space ë7a = ê7(a;N,M,G0)= 0 %klg,
where <77kl is topologically and algebraically isomorphic to 3¡2a . Let Jrk¡ : 2¡2a -> T7ki g Ç ê?a denote the appropriate canonical injection. Informally speaking, Ea and %a are spaces of sequences and of matrices of test functions, which additionally depend on the parameter of g G G0 .
We introduce an involution in E" and a convolution * : E" x E" -> I? by a a a a J (Jkg<p)* = (Jk,-g<p*)-(Jkg<p)*(Jihf)=Ski,g+h((p*v)> k ,1 gN, g ,h g Gq, <p ,yj G2a, and by linear extension of these relations to the whole spaces. Lemma 5. Involution and convolution defined above are continuous.
Proof. The continuity of the involution is obvious. To show the continuity of the convolution it is sufficient to prove the continuity of the restricted mappings *: ¿kg&a) x 'ih&a) -SkLg+h&ia) £ K (cf-t6' 7.7.11]). Hence we have to prove the continuity of the usual convolution * : 3¡a x 3a -* 2¡2a . Since 3¡ is a DF-space (cf. [11, §40, 2] ), it suffices to show that the convolution is separately continuous. The latter follows from a straightforward calculation using seminorms.
Let 3a denote the subspace of all N-radial test functions in 3¡a . Moreover, Ea := l.h.{Jk (tp) ;tp G3¡a , zc € N, g G G0} is a linear subspace of Ea .
Lemma 6. Ea and E* are separable nuclear spaces.
Proof. Both spaces are countable direct sums of separable nuclear spaces 73a
resp. 3a . Thus they are also ofthat kind. (cf. [19, 5.2.2] ).
Lemma 7. The set {tp * y/ ; tp, y/ G 2¡*a} is total in 777)2a.
Proof. Functions of the form tp ® y/, tp g 2 (SN(a) ), y/ G 2(RN), span a dense subspace of 3>a. Since the mapping tp ® y/ i-> (tp ® y/) = tp <g> ^, is continuous, elements of the form tp ® yi, tp G 2(SN(a)) :-{tp e 3(SN(a)) ; tp radial}, y/ g 2>(Rm) , are total in 3*a . Because of (<px ® y/x) * (tp2<S> y/2) = (<px*<p2)<8>(y/x*y/2) it is sufficient to prove that {px*<p2;<px ,<p2 G2>(SN(a)) } is total in 2>(SN(2a)f and that {y/x * ^2 ; ^ , ^2 € ^(R^)} is total in 2(RM). The first assertion is Lemma 6.1 in [17] and the latter is clear. For y gRm and g G G0, we define a continuous linear operator V(y, g) in Ea by V(y,g)Jkh<p = Jkyg+hV , where y/ is defined by y/(x ,y) = (p(x ,y -y), y>G&a,xGR ,y GR .
The mapping (y ,g) *-> V(y ,g) defines a representation of R x G0 in Ea .
Later on we will use V to define a strongly continuous unitary representation of RM x G in a certain Hubert space, where G is a locally compact abelian group containing G0 as a dense subgroup. The appropriate Hubert space will be obtained by GNS-construction. To prepare this, we have to consider suitable positive functionals T of %'a . Now the assertion is easy, since G0 is dense in G and y is G-continuous.
In the following we want to show that G-continuous matrix-valued positive definite distributions and continuous operator-valued positive definite functions possess a certain integral representation if N = 1 or if they are N-radial. This will follow from the investigation of the appropriate functionals in £?'. This integral representation will be obtained from a suitable direct integral Hubert space and by applying the nuclear spectral theorem. The appropriate concepts (in a form which applies to our situation) will be developed in the next three paragraphs.
The nuclear spectral theorem
Theorems of the following kind are well known (cf. [8, 16, 2, 17] ). Here we give a special formulation, which will be proved for completeness. For the concept of direct integrals we refer to [5] . In the following paragraphs we show that a suitable direct integral representation can be given in case of N = 1 for a Hubert space %? containing H, and for H in the N-radial case.
Extensions of commuting operators
Similar assertions as in the following proposition were proved already in [10 and 22]. It is easy to see that sé is an extension of A, and hence of A . Moreover, s/ is selfadjoint, since its Cayley transform W is unitary. = WU(g)3T, since U(g) strongly commutes with A. i.e. 17(g),g G G, and W commute, which implies that 17(g) and sé commute strongly. This completes the proof of the first part. 6 . Suppose now that A is nonnegative. Then we obtain that A is nonnegative and commutes strongly with all U(g), g G G, according to 2. Consider the *-algebra W = l.h.{U(g);g g G}. Consider a net (Bx)XeA in W, which strongly converges to some B G B(H). Since BXD(A) ç D(A) and ABXX = BX~AX for all A G A and X g D(Ä) ,we have BXX -* BX and ABXX = BXAX -► BAX. Since A is closed, BX g D(A) and ABX = BÄX. Thus all operators belonging to the von Neumann algebra W" commute strongly with A . Fix any projection P G W" . Then H can be written as orthogonal direct sum (l-P)H@PH.
Since A commutes strongly with P, we have A = AX@A2,
Ax = ( 1 -P)1 \(l-P)D(Ä), A2 = PA\ PD(A). It is clear from the construc-
tion of the Friedrichs extensions AF = AF , AXF , and A2F of A,AX , and A2, respectively, that AF = AXF © A2F . Especially, AF commutes strongly with P. Since W" is the strong closure of the linear hull of all of its projections, AF commutes with all operators of W" in the strong sense. Especially AF commutes strongly with all U(g), g g G, which completes the proof. Note that the extension of A in Proposition 11 is not unique in general.
Direct integral Hilbert spaces
Definition 5 (cf. [1] ). Let S7 denote a locally compact topological space and H a Hilbert space. A projection-valued measure P on 727 is a mapping which assigns to each Borel subset A of ^ a projection P(A) such that the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) P(0) = 0 and P(ä?) is the identity of H.
(ii) P(AX)P(A2) = P(AX n A2) for all Borel sets A, , A2. (iii) P is cr-additive w.r.t. the weak operator topology, (iv) P is regular, i.e., P(A) = inf{P(Q) ;Q.çSf open, ACfi}.
Proposition 12. Suppose that U is a strongly continuous unitary representation of a locally compact abelian group G in a separable Hilbert space H and that A is a selfadjoint operator in H, which strongly commutes with U(g), g G G.
Then there are a finite regular measure p on R x G*, and a family H(x,y),
x G R, y G G*, of Hilbert spaces such that (i) H = f®xG.H(r,y)dp(z,y),
(ii) U(g)X = ï®xG.[y,g]x(T,y)dp(T,y),for X = f®xG.X(T,y)dp(T,y)G H, g g G, and (iii) AX = ¡®xG. rX(r ,y)dp(r,y) for X = ¡®xG. X(t,y)dp(T,y) G D(A). If A is nonnegative, we have p((R\R+) x G*) = 0.
Proof. The one-parametric group t (-»■ exp(-z'L4) commutes with U(g), since A strongly commutes with U(g), g G G. Thus (t,g) i-> exp(-itA)U(g) defines a strongly continuous unitary representation of R x G. According to the SNAG-Theorem (cf. e.g. Following [23] there is a finite regular Borel measure p on Rx G* and a field of Hilbert spaces H(t ,y), z gR, y G G*, such that H=[ H(r,y)dp(x,y) and P(A) = f *A(T,y)l(T y)dp(x,y), JRxG' JrxG- where #A denotes the characteristic function of the Borel set A and 1 (T , the identity in H(r ,y). Now the assertions (ii) and (iii) follow from (5) and (6).
Positive definite distributions on a strip
Recall that we fixed a decomposition RN+M x G of the group G. A regular Borel measure /ion R + x G* = G* is said to be polynomially bounded, if the function G*3 Proof. 1. Let G0 denote a countable dense subgroup of G. Consider the functional T = Tgr associated with 77 (cf. Lemma 9). Since T is positive, we can construct a Hilbert space H as in §6. We define a unitary representation U0 of RM x G0 in H by
Of course, U0 is densely defined and straightforward calculation shows that the representation operators are unitary. Since 77 is G-continuous, the mapping (y>g),-^(U0(y,g)JO,Jy/) is continuous for all $,¥e£fl. Since U0(y,g) is contained in the unit ball Bx of B(H) and since JEa is dense in H, UQ is weakly continuous. Thus U0 is uniformly weakly continuous on R x G0 . Since Bx is weakly complete, there is a unique weakly continuous extension of UQ to R x G. Obviously it has to be unitary, and we denote it by U. Hence U becomes a strongly continuous unitary representation of R x G in H.
2. We define a linear operator A in H by D(A) = JEa and
We show that A is symmetric. First consider tp, y/ G 2¡a . One has (dtp/dx) *y/ = -tp* (dy//dx).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use for k, l G N, g, h G G0 , and tp , y/ g 2¡a . By linearity we obtain the desired symmetry. 3. It is easy to see that the representation operators U(y, g), y G R , g G G0, commute with A in the strong sense. By Proposition 11 we find a larger Hilbert space 777 D H, a self adjoint extension sé of A in 3?, and an extension 17 of the representation U which commutes strongly with sé . Now we use the direct integral decomposition of %7 according to Proposition 12. (9) X=i JT(ï:,n,y)dp(c:,n,y). there is a /¿-null set J7k n such that for(Ç,n,y)G(RM+xxG*)\yykng.
Setting J7 = \}{A7k n g; k,n gN, g G G0} , we obtain that the latter relation is true for all n, k g N, g e G0 , and all (f, r¡, y) G (UM+X x G*)\A". Without loss of generality we assume that ^(¡T,, n, y) = {0} for (£, n, y) G JV. Thus the relation is valid for all (7\,n ,y) G RM+X x G*. Since the mapping y *-* V(y, g)<I> is continuous for all O g Ea , we obtain (") J((,r,,v)v(y'gw = exp(-iri-y^>gV(i,ri,y)<s> forall(¿:,z/,y)eRM+1 x G*, <D e Ea , y G RM, and g G Gn.
Changing the field of Hilbert spaces (if necessary) on a /¿-null set, we obtain similarly (
J((,n,7) (-''Ic*) -^«.».rt* for a11 (í.'/.y) eRW+1 x G* and<De£a.
5. By [5, Proposition II. 1.1], we have the following: (i) The set Zp of (£, n, y) G RM+X x G* such that the dimension d(7\, n, y) of %7(l\,n,y) is equal to p is measurable.
(ii) There exists a sequence (e")"eN of measurable vector fields possessing the following properties:
(a) if d(7\,n,y) = N0, (en(Ç,n,y))n€N, is an orthonormal basis of *(Z,ri,y),
,(en(4,n,y)dn=x is an orthonormal basis of (7, ,n,y) and en(¿;,n,y) = 0, if n > d . 6 . Now the mapping 3fa3 tp ■-> B(q>), B(tp) := (J(^nj)J,fi<P^n(i,n,y)), defines a distribution B G 3í'a . Using (11) and (12) = a"(7,,n,y)(p(7,,n),
where a"(7, ,n,y) is a suitable constant. Hence we may comprise the result as follows:
(13) (J(í,n,y)Jifi(P^n(^,'l,y)) = a¡(7,,n,y)(p (7¡,ti) for /,zz G N, (£, n,y) G RM+X x G*, tp e 2¡a . Note that the function (i,n,y)ß "(£ ; 1 > y) must be //-measurable since the left-hand side of (13) is /¿-measurable and since there are elements tp of 3¡a such that the appropriate Fourier transform is different from zero on arbitrarily large compact subsets of R + .
7. Since ■Wy)F(°'S)//,o«' = "Wy)7/,**' = ÏÏ>8tyt,n,y)Ji,o'P> we conclude from (13) (14) ^J(i,n,y)Ji,g(p 'e«^ ' f 'y^ = a"^ ' * ' y^y ' gWß ' f or/.neN, (7.,n,y)GRM+X xG*, gcG0, y>G3a. i.e. we have (16) fk,Ây>*¥*)=l [y,g]aki(Ç,1,Y)-(<P*V*)(Ç,l)dp(7.,n,y) JR«+IxG* for all g GG0, k, l G N, tp, yi g 3¡a . 8 . Since for fixed k G N, the distribution fkk 0G 2¡'2a is p.d. the representing measure akk • p must be polynomially bounded (cf. [17, p. 382 ff]. There the assertion was proved for radial distributions. The proof in the general case is quite similar.) It follows immediately from (15) that thus all measures ak/-p:= pk¡, k,l G N, are polynomially bounded, i.e., M := (pk¡)k /6N G M(oo;J7), and that M is positive. Moreover, we obtain that both sides in (16) define elements of 32a , which coincide on the dense subset l.h.{çz * y/ ; <p, y/ G 77¡a} of 32a and are therefore equal. Consider an arbitrary test function tp g 77¡2a in place of (tp * y/*) in (16) . Then the left-hand side is continuous on G0 (w.r.t. the topology induced from G ) by assumption, whereas the continuity of the right hand side is easily checked. Thus this equality extends to all of G, which completes the proof. Corollary 1. Let G denote a locally compact abelian separable group. Suppose that F: (-2a,2a) x G -> B(H), 0 < a < oe, is a c.p.d. (operator-valued) function. Let (e")n£N denote an orthonormal basis in the separable Hilbert space H. Then there are (i) a finite regular Borel measure p on RxG* and (ii) complex-valued functions ak¡ G L (RxG*,//), k, l g N, with the property that the matrix (ak¡(C,y))k /6N is nonnegative for all i\ G R, y G G* such that ( 17) (F(x, g)ek , e,) f exp(-i7x)[y, g}ak,(7., y) dp(t,, y)
JRxG"
for all x G (-2a ,2a), gGG, k, l G N.
Proof. Consider the G-continuous matrix-valued distribution 77 = 7F (cf. §4). Since 77 is G-continuous and positive definite, we obtain an integral representation according to Theorem 1. Since the appropriate distributions are regular and since (F(0,0)ek ,ek) = /RxG. akk(7,, y) dp(7\, y) is finite, akk G Lx(RxG*,p) for zee N. It follows from (15) that then also akl G Lx (RxG*,//) and that the matrix (ak¡(£, y))k /6N is nonnegative for all ¿j e R and y G G*. The representation (17) = E/ ann(Z,y)dp(S,y)
"=xJrxg-Í °°= / Y^ann(^,y)dp(^,y) <oo, a(Z,n) := E^i0««^) is finite for all ({j)e(Rx G*)\AT, where jr is a //-null set. Without loss of generality we assume that akl(£\,y) = 0 for all (7\,y) G JV and k,1 g N. All measures akl(7\,y)dp(7,,y) are absolutely continuous w.r.t. the measure a(7, ,y)dp(7,,y), i.e. we may replace p by the latter, i.e. we may assume in the following that a(7,, y) = 1 p-a.e. We define a linear operator on D := l.h.{en ; n G N} by (A(i7, t])ek, e¡) = ak,(7,, n). One easily checks that \\X\\2 > (A(7,,n)X,X) >0forl6Ö.
This implies that A(7\,y) has a unique continuous extension, i.e. defines a bounded operator in H, which we denote by the same symbol. By construction, A(7\,y) is even a trace class operator and tr(A(7\,y)) = 1 p-a.e. Since A(Z\,y) is nonnegative on the dense set D, it is a nonnegative operator. (18) The matrix (bkl)k /eN , where the entries bkl are functions on G*, defined by bkl(C,n,y) = Ck-xC;x(l + \(C,r1)\2)-r'-rkakl(£.,,1,y) is nonnegative and trace class for p-a.a. arguments. As in the proof of Corollary 2, the relation (E(x,y,g)eke¡)= / exp(-i7\x)exp(-iny)[y ,g]bkl(7.,n ,y)dp(7,,n ,y)
./RW+'xG defines a c.p.d. operator-valued function on RM+X x G. For tp G 32a we obtain from Theorem 1 :
)rk+r'bkl(7.,n,ym,n)dp(e,r1,y)
-CkC, f [y,g]bkl(7,n,y)((HA^^KC-n)dp(S,n,y),
•/RW+'xGwhich yields our assertion. We conclude this chapter with the remark that Theorem 1 yields, in particular, the existence of a p.d. extension M of F to a G-continuous p.d. matrixvalued distribution on G. Proof. The proof is in large parts very similar to that of Theorem 1. So we will not repeat all arguments but refer to appropriate steps of the proof of that theorem.
1. Fix a countable dense subgroup G0 of G and consider the N-radial G-continuous functional T = TF G %'a . Similarly as in Step 2 (Theorem 1), we obtain that for k,l G N, g,h € G0 , tp, y/ G2¡a , and j = I, . ;i9) T((-Ax^)*d>*) >0 for all <P e £a.
2. Now we use the functional T and the nuclear space Ea to construct a Hilbert space H* as in §6. Similarly as in Step 1 (Theorem 1) we obtain a strongly continuous unitary representation U of R x G in H .
As in
Step 6 (Theorem 1) we can see that the functions (t , n, y) >-> a"(x, n, y) are measurable.
7. Now we obtain from (26) as in Step 7 (Theorem 1) (27) (J(T n f)J,<g<p,en(x,n,y)) = a"(x,n,y)[y,g]<p(xx/2,n), l,nGN, (x,n,y)GR+xRM xG*, gGG0, y>G3*. By L (28) a,k(x,n,y) = Y^ a"(x, n, y)a"k(x ,n,y)
we obtain measurable functions. Note that the sum in (28) converges absolutely for all arguments. The matrix (akl(x,n,y))k /eN is nonnegative by construction. For the subsequent calculation we will use the identity We conclude our considerations with a result which is related to a theorem of Minlos, Sazonov, and Gross. We use the terminology from [13] . Suppose that H is a separable real Hilbert space. Let F denote the set of all finite dimensional orthonormal projections in H. A subset E of H is called a cylindrical set, if E = {x G H;Px G F} for some P G F and some Borel set F ç PH. On the ring of cylindrical sets the Gaussian measure p on H is defined by p(E) = (2n)~"/2 ¡Fexp(-\\x\\2/2)dx, where n = dimPH and E, F, and P are as above, and dx denotes the usual Lebesgue measure on PH. A continuous seminorm q on H is called measurable, if for each e > 0 there is a P0 G F such that p(q(Px) > e) < s for all P gF , PPQ = 0. Let xm denote the weakest vector space topology on H such that all measurable seminorms are continuous. (i) k is xm-continuous at zero; (ii) k(xx + x2) = k(x\ + x2) for all xx, x[ G Bx, ||x, || = \\x'x \\, x2 G H ; then k admits a representation k(x) = fHexp(i(x,X))dp(X), where p is a finite positive Borel measure on H.
